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1 Introduction 
Cultural heritage organizations often have charitable status. Because of their important role in civil 
society, many countries have granted charitable organizations a special status in national tax legislation. 
Examples are exemptions from corporate income tax and gift and inheritance tax and the allowance of a 
personal income tax deduction for donations or payments to charities. Definitions and tax legislation 
applicable to charities vary widely.2 The terminology to refer to these organizations differs as well. Just 
to give some examples: ’non-profit organizations’, ‘public benefit organizations’ and ‘non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs)’ are used. This chapter uses the term ‘charities’ to refer to this type of non-
governmental public benefit organizations.  
 
Globalization had an impact on charities, including cultural heritage charities, as more and more 
charities initiate activities abroad. Such international activities include cross border investments and 
fundraising activities. As is the case with any cross border activity, these cross border activities may 
result in double taxation, e.g. both taxation by the resident state of the charity and by the source state 
of the income. For example, if a cultural heritage charity has invested funds abroad in real estate, shares 
or loans, it might be confronted with foreign corporate income tax, dividend withholding tax or interest 
withholding tax whilst at the same time the resident country of the cultural heritage charity wants to tax 
this income. Also, the foreign taxation might make the exemption in the resident state of the charity less 
effective. Where the resident state wanted to exempt the charity from corporate income tax because of 
its beneficial activities, the charity is still confronted with tax because of its activities abroad. In that case 
there is not double taxation, but only single taxation, but in a situation where the objective was to have 
no taxation. Furthermore, a national exemption of gift or inheritance tax for charities might become less 
effective if a foreign gift or inheritance is taxed in the country where the donor or deceased was 
resident. 
 
Also, cultural heritage might attract donations from people and businesses all over the world. For 
example, many non-Italians feel that the cultural heritage situated in Italy is also part of their history and 
want to support this cultural heritage financially. However, under the national law of their country of 
residence, gift deduction may only be allowed on donations to resident charities. Historically, countries 
restrict the application of tax incentives to resident charities. Outside the EU this is still the norm: Japan, 
the USA and Australia only provide for incentives for domestic charities. The idea behind this restriction 

 
1 Full professor of Tax Law, Erasmus University Rotterdam School of Law, 2018-2020 Visiting professor in Tax Law, 
Lund University School of Economics and Management and PSL Allen & Overy LLP Amsterdam. 
2 See for example S. Heidenbauer, Charity crossing borders, the fundamental freedoms’ influence on charity and 
donor taxation in Europe, Kluwer Law International, 2011, Anzhela Cédelle, The Taxation of Non-Profit 
Organizations after Stauffer in W. Haslehner, G. Kofler and A. Rust (eds), European Tax Law Classics Kluwer Law 
International, 2015, p. 207–233, and F. Vanistendael (ed.) Taxation of charities, IBFD 2015. 
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is usually that countries do not want to subsidize foreign organizations,3 that the criterion of “general 
interest” must be considered to refer to an interest for the country granting the tax concessions4 and 
that tax incentives should benefit the own country.5 These arguments can be traced back to the public 
policy rationale for tax incentives for charities. This rationale argues that charities perform functions 
that the government would otherwise have to perform itself for which reason government is willing to 
forgo tax revenue.6 In the words of the 1939 report of the US House Committee on Ways and Means: 
 
“The exemption from taxation of money or property devoted to charitable and other purposes is based 
upon the theory that the government is compensated for the loss of revenue by its relief from financial 
burden which would otherwise have to be met by appropriations from public funds, and by the benefits 
resulting from the promotion of general welfare.”7 
 
On 11 November 1966 the German Bundesfinanzhof (BFH) came to a similar conclusion.8 The case 
regarded a gift of a German resident to the Swedish Academy of Sciences. Deduction of the gift was 
denied because the receiving charity was not resident in Germany. The BFH observed that the 
promotion of charitable purposes is one of the domestic tasks of a modern state. Even though the 
German legislation at the time did not explicitly limit the gift deduction to gifts to resident charities, 
according to the BFH this had to be assumed. The BFH held that only this interpretation did justice to the 
purpose of the law, aimed at fulfilling domestic tasks. The BFH deemed it unclear on what reasonable 
grounds the German tax legislator should have favored donations to foreign corporations.9  
 
Based on the public policy rationale, it would not make sense to give incentives to foreign charities as 
they do not perform functions which the national government of the donor country would otherwise 
have to perform. Following the logic of this rationale, such activities should be funded by the 
government of the other country. It must be mentioned that countries are often not consistent in the 
application of the rationale as most countries, also historically, allow resident charities to fund activities 

 
3 Renate Buijze, Philantropy for the Arts in the Era of Globalisation. International Tax Barriers for Charitable Giving, 
dissertation Erasmus University Rotterdam, 2017 also discusses other reasons in Chapter 2.9, but this seems to be 
the most important reason to restrict tax incentives to resident charities. 
4 J. van Hoorn, General report. In: IFA cahier vol. 54b: The possibilities and disadvantages of extending national tax 
reduction measures, if any, to foreign scientific, educational or charitable institutions, Amsterdam 1969, para 61. 
5 P. Bater, Introduction. International tax issues relating to non-profit organisations and their supporters. In: P. 
Bater, F. Hondius and P. Kessler Lieber (eds.), The tax treatment of NGOs. Legal, fiscal and ethical frameworks for 
promoting NGOs and their activities. Kluwer Law International, 2004, pp. 1-29; I.A. Koele, International taxation of 
philanthropy. IBFD 2007; S. Heidenbauer, S.J.C. Hemels, B.W. Muehlman, M. Stewart, O. Thoemmes and T. Tukic, 
Cross border charitable giving and its tax limitations, Bulletin for International taxation 2013, pp. 611-625 
6 Bruce R. Hopkins, The law of tax-exempt organizations, John Wiley & Sons, 2011 p. 13. 
7 H. Rep. No. 1860, 75th Cong., 3d Sess, 19 (1939). 
8 Bundesfinanzhof, Urt. v. 11.11.1966, Az.: VI R 45/66, https://www.jurion.de/urteile/bfh/1966-11-11/vi-r-
45_66/?from=1%3A108643%2C0 (Accessed 24 May 2019). 
9 “(8) Die Förderung von mildtätigen, kirchlichen, religiösen, wissenschaftlichen und staatspolitischen Zwecken 
gehört zu den innenpolitischen Aufgaben eines modernen Staates (...) (10) Zutreffend nimmt das FG an, daß die in 
§48 Abs. 3 Ziff. 1 EStDV genannten Empfänger nur inländische Körperschaften des öffentlichen Rechts oder 
inländische öffentliche Dienststellen sein können, auch wenn es in der Vorschrift nicht ausdrücklich gesagt ist. (11) 
Nur diese Auslegung wird dem Zweck des Gesetzes gerecht, der darauf gerichtet ist, innenpolitische Aufgaben der 
Bundesrepublik zu erfüllen. Es ist nicht ersichtlich, aus welchem vernünftigen Grund der deutsche 
Steuergesetzgeber Spenden an ausländische Körperschaften des öffentlichen Rechts oder an ausländische 
öffentliche Dienststellen durch einen Steuerverzicht hätte begünstigen sollen.” 

https://www.jurion.de/urteile/bfh/1966-11-11/vi-r-45_66/?from=1%3A108643%2C0
https://www.jurion.de/urteile/bfh/1966-11-11/vi-r-45_66/?from=1%3A108643%2C0
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abroad.10 In 1969 Van Hoorn noted: “ One would have expected that in addition to the general objective 
the place where funds are used would be a decisive criterion. Now that this is not apparently the case, 
the criterion of “national interest” loses a great deal of its value.”11 Nonetheless, this rationale seems to 
have been strongly rooted in many tax laws around the world. 
 
This also became clear when the public policy rationale was effectively challenged in the European 
Union (EU) before the Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU). Both Germany and the UK argued in the Stauffer 
case that resident and non-resident charities are not in a comparable situation because a resident 
charity plays an active role in its country of residence.12 They held that resident charities perform duties 
which would otherwise have to be carried out by local or national authorities, which would be a burden 
on the State budget. They argued that charitable activities of non-resident charities do not concern the 
country. In the Persche case, Germany, Spain and France made this argument again by stating that if a 
Member State abstains from tax revenue by granting tax incentives for gifts to resident charities, that is 
because such bodies absolve that Member State of certain charitable tasks which it would otherwise 
have to fulfil itself using tax revenues.13 In the Heukelbach case, Belgium claimed that member states 
are entitled to require a sufficiently close link between charities and their activities and to determine 
which interests of the community at large they wish to promote by granting tax benefits to those 
bodies.14 
 
However, in all of these cases, the CJEU held that as the public policy rationale was not applied 
consistently – just as Van Hoorn already noted in 1969 - , the residency requirement restricted the 
fundamental freedoms imbedded in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) 
without a proportional justification.15 The CJEU obliged member states to apply tax incentives to 
charities resident in other member states that meet the requirements of the member state providing for 
the tax incentive.16 Mutual recognition of charities in other member states is, however, not required: 
countries may still impose their own requirements as long as these are not linked to residency or 
nationality.  
 
Notwithstanding the application of fundamental freedoms, the tax problems of charities and their 
donors have still not been solved in the EU.17 Furthermore, in respect to charities or donors outside the 
EU the fundamental freedoms do not provide a solution for problems of double taxation, single taxation 

 
10 J. van Hoorn, General report. In: IFA cahier vol. 54b: The possibilities and disadvantages of extending national tax 
reduction measures, if any, to foreign scientific, educational or charitable institutions, Amsterdam 1969, para 63 
and 77, Transnational Giving Europe (TGE) and EFC, Taxation of cross-border philanthropy in Europe after Persche 
and Stauffer. From landlock to free movement? EFC 2014. 
11 J. van Hoorn, General report. In: IFA cahier vol. 54b: The possibilities and disadvantages of extending national tax 
reduction measures, if any, to foreign scientific, educational or charitable institutions, Amsterdam 1969, para 63. 
12 Case C-386/04, Stauffer, 14 September 2006, ECLI:EU:C:2006:568, paras 33-34. 
13 Persche, 27 January 2009, ECLI:EU:C:2009:33, para 42. 
14 Case C 25/10, Heukelbach, 10 February 2011,ECLI:EU:C:2011:65, para 27. 
15 See for example S.J.C. Hemels, Charitable organizations in: W. Haslehner, C.H.I.J. Panayi, E. Traversa (ed) 
Research Handbook in EU Tax Law (forthcoming). 
16 Amongst others: Case C-386/04, Stauffer, 14 September 2006, ECLI:EU:C:2006:568 and Case C‑318/07, Persche, 

27 January 2009, ECLI:EU:C:2009:33. 
17 Renate Buijze, Philantropy for the Arts in the Era of Globalisation. International Tax Barriers for Charitable Giving, 
dissertation Erasmus University Rotterdam, 2017 (forthcoming in the IBFD Doctoral series). 
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where the home state of the charity aimed for an exemption and non-deductibility of gifts to foreign 
charities.18 This chapter focusses on those situations and, therefore, abstains from the EU perspective. 
 
Many countries have concluded double tax conventions (DTCs) to solve or mitigate situations of double 
income taxation. The IBFD Tax Research Platform19 includes over 9000 DTCs on income and capital. 
Many of those are based on the Income and Capital Model Convention of the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development20 (OECD) or the United Nations (UN) Model Double Taxation Convention 
between Developed and Developing Countries.21 Furthermore, the United States (US) Model Income Tax 
Convention22 is influential. Model Conventions (MCs) usually serve as the starting point for negotiations 
on DTCs between two countries 
 
The central question in this chapter is whether cultural heritage and cultural heritage charities have 
access to the DTCs and if so, whether they have a special position. This question will be answered using 
the Model Conventions as a proxy. Although model conventions are not legally binding, their wording is 
often incorporated in the text of bilateral treaties. Therefore, commentaries and technical explanations 
that aid in the interpretation of a model treaty may shed light on the meaning of a treaty based on the 
model. Therefore, the latest version of the OECD MC and Commentary, the 2017 version, the 2017 UN 
MC and Commentary and the 2016 US MC will be used as a reference in this chapter. As two states that 
have agreed on a certain DTC, are usually referred to as ‘contracting states’, that wording will also be 
used in this chapter.  
 
The Model Conventions provide for various solutions for international taxation problems cultural 
heritage charities might encounter, for example by only allowing the state where real estate is situated 
to tax the proceeds from such real estate,23 and by reducing the amount of tax a source state can levy 
on outgoing dividends,24 interests25 and royalties.26 Also, some countries have concluded DTCs to 
prevent double gift or inheritance taxation. Such treaties have been concluded less than income DTCs: 
the IBFD Tax Research Platform includes less than 200 DTCs that cover Gift, Inheritance and or Estate 
tax. In this respect, the 1982 OECD Model Convention for the avoidance of double taxation with respect 

 
18 See also Thomas Ecker, Taxation of Non-Profit Organizations with Multinational Activities – The Stauffer 
Aftermath and Tax Treaties, Intertax, 2007, Issue 8/9, pp. 450–459, p. 458. 
19 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/.  
20 https://research-ibfd-
org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_o2_02_eng_2017_mo__td1_a3#tt_o2_02_eng_2017_mo__
td1_a3, hereinafter: OECD MC. 
21 https://research-ibfd-
org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_u2_02_eng_2017_mo__td1#tt_u2_02_eng_2017_mo__td1, 
hereinafter: UN MC. 
22 https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/tax-policy/treaties/Documents/Treaty-US%20Model-2016.pdf, 
hereinafter: US MC. 
23 Article 6 OECD MC. 
24 Article 10 OECD MC. 
25 Article 11 OECD MC. 
26 Article 12 OECD MC. 

https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_o2_02_eng_2017_mo__td1_a3
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_o2_02_eng_2017_mo__td1_a3
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_o2_02_eng_2017_mo__td1_a3
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_u2_02_eng_2017_mo__td1
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_u2_02_eng_2017_mo__td1
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/tax-policy/treaties/Documents/Treaty-US%20Model-2016.pdf
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to taxes on taxes on estates and inheritances and on gifts (OECD EIGMC)27 and Commentary and the 
1980 US Estate and Gift Model Convention (US EGMC) 28 will be used as a reference in this chapter.  
 
2 OECD MC 
Neither in the OECD MC nor in the Commentary reference is made to cultural heritage. However, 
reference is made to culture and charities in several sections of the 2017 Commentary which thus has an 
effect on cultural heritage charities as well. 
 
2.1 Scope of DTCs: residency 
Article 1(1) of the OECD MC restricts the application of the treaty to persons who are residents of one or 
both of the contracting states. In order to assess whether a cultural heritage charity has access to a DTC, 
it is, therefore, important to establish whether a charity can be regarded a resident. Article 4 OECD MC 
defines ‘resident of a Contracting State’ as any person who, under the laws of that state, is liable to tax 
therein by reason of his domicile, residence, place of management or any other criterion of a similar 
nature. It does not include any person who is liable to tax in respect only of income from sources in that 
state or capital situated therein. This leads to the next question: can a cultural heritage charity which is 
granted an income tax exemption in its resident state, be regarded a tax resident in that state? 
 
Section 8.11 of the commentary on article 4 of the OECD MC notes that in many countries a person is 
considered liable to taxation even if the contracting state does not in fact impose tax. The commentary 
gives as an example charities and other organisations that may be exempted from tax, but are exempt 
only if they meet all of the requirements for exemption specified in the tax laws. According to the 
commentary, they are, thus, subject to the tax laws of a contracting state. Furthermore, the 
commentary observes that if they do not meet the standards specified, they are also required to pay 
tax. Therefore, the commentary takes the view that most States would view such entities as residents 
for purposes of the Convention. This would mean that charities could benefit from a reduction of 
dividend or interest withholding tax on their proceeds from investments in shares or loans abroad and 
could be exempt in their country of residence. 
 
2.2 Special tax regimes 
The commentary on article 1 on the persons covered by the convention, includes a section on provisions 
which can be included in a DTC to deny the application of specific treaty provisions, such as those of 
article 11 that reduces withholding tax on interest and article 12 that reduced withholding tax on 
royalties. The application of such DTC provision would be denied with respect to income benefiting from 
so called ‘special tax regimes’.29 The definition of ‘special tax regime’ could be included in the list of 
general definitions included in paragraph 1 of Article 3 of the OECD MC.30 Such regimes would, for 
example, result in preferential tax rates or reductions in tax bases.  
 
This could raise questions on the applicability of these rules on charities for cultural heritage that are 
exempt from corporate income tax in their country of residence. If this exemption would be regarded a 
special tax regime, the charity could not apply for a reduction of, for example, interest withholding tax in 

 
27 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_o2_21_eng_1982_mo, hereinafter: 
OECD EIG MC. 
28 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_us_21_eng_1980_mo, Hereinafter: 
US EG MC. 
29 Section 85-100. 
30 Section 86. 

https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_o2_21_eng_1982_mo
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_us_21_eng_1980_mo
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the source country of the interest. However, the Commentary notes that a regime that applies 
principally to, amongst others, organisations that are established and maintained exclusively for 
religious, charitable, scientific, artistic, cultural or educational purposes, would not meet the definition 
of a ‘special tax regime’.31 Regimes resulting in a special regime for cultural heritage organisations, 
would, therefore, fall outside of the scope of this restriction.  
 
2.3 Limitations on benefits clauses 
As a result of the OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project, countries agreed on the 
minimum standard to include in their DTCs an express statement that their common intention is to 
eliminate double taxation without creating opportunities for non-taxation or reduced taxation through 
tax evasion or avoidance.32 Countries must implement that common intention through either the 
inclusion of a general anti-abuse rule, the so called principle purpose test (PPT) and/or a specific anti-
abuse rule, the so called limitation on benefits (LOB) provision. The latter is a detailed rule addressing a 
large number of treaty shopping situations in which non-residents of the contracting states might 
establish an entity that would be a resident of one of the states to reduce or eliminate taxation in the 
other state through the benefits of the DTC (such as the reduction or elimination of withholding taxes on 
dividends, interest or royalties) concluded between these two States. These options to reduce the 
entitlement to benefits of the DTC are now included in article 29 OECD MC.33  
 
The LOB provision restricts the general scope of the other provisions in the DTC to so called ‘qualified 
persons’. The definition of qualified persons is included in article 29, paragraph 2. Any person to which 
that paragraph applies is entitled to all the benefits of the DTC. These include ‘certain non-profit 
organisations’. The Commentary explains that the DTC should include an agreed description of the 
relevant non-profit organisations found in each contracting state. Furthermore, these organisations 
must qualify as resident in one of the states (see the discussion in 2.1 above). Section 37 and 40 of the 
Commentary on article 29 OECD MC explain that such non-profit organisations would generally 
correspond to those that do not pay tax in their State of residence and that are constituted and 
operated exclusively to fulfil certain social functions (e.g. charitable, scientific, artistic, cultural, or 
educational). The description of such entities would, according to this Commentary, typically refer to the 
provisions of the domestic law of each country that describes these entities or to the domestic law 
factors that allow the identification of these entities. This would mean that if ‘cultural heritage’ is 
included in the domestic charity definition, which it is in most countries, a cultural heritage charity can 
benefit from the DTC and is not restricted by the LOB clause.  
 
2.4 No mutual recognition notwithstanding the non-discrimination article 
Article 24 of the OECD MC provides for the elimination of tax discrimination in certain precise 
circumstances. Article 24, paragraph 3 states that a permanent establishment of an enterprise of one of 
the contracting states, may not be less favorably taxed than resident enterprises. However, this article 
has a limited scope regarding charities. Section 1 of the Commentary on article 24 notes that all tax 
systems incorporate legitimate distinctions. The non-discrimination provisions seek to balance the need 
to prevent unjustified discrimination with the need to take account of these legitimate distinctions. 
Section 47 of the Commentary on article 24 explicitly states that article 24, paragraph 3 should not be 
construed as obliging a state that gives special taxation privileges to non-profit institutions whose 
activities are performed for purposes of public benefit that are specific to that State, to extend the same 

 
31 Subdivision (iv) of the definition in section 86. 
32 OECD 2015, Preventing the Granting of Treaty Benefits in Inappropriate Circumstances, Action 6, paragraph 22. 
33 Paragraph 9 of article 29 OECD MC and paragraphs 1 to 7 of article 29 OECD MC respectively. 
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privileges to permanent establishments of similar institutions of the other State whose activities are not 
exclusively for the first-mentioned State’s public benefit. This means, for example, that if income from 
an investment in real estate would be tax exempt if such investment would be made by a resident 
charity, income from such investment may be taxed if it is being made by a foreign charity. This is a 
reflection of the public benefit rationale discussed in the introduction. Some DTCs, however, do extend 
tax benefits to charities in the other contracting state on a reciprocal basis as will be discussed in section 
4.4 below. 
 
Furthermore, section 2 of the Commentary on article 24 explains that the provision cannot be 
interpreted as to require most-favoured-nation treatment. This means, for example, that if a country 
has concluded a bilateral or multilateral agreement which gives tax benefits to donors of charities in 
contracting state(s) party to that agreement, donors resident in a third State that is not a contracting 
state of the treaty may not claim these benefits by reason of a similar non-discrimination provision in 
the double taxation convention between the third state and one of the contracting states. The 
commentary explains that as tax conventions are based on the principle of reciprocity, a tax treatment 
that is granted by one contracting state under a bilateral or multilateral agreement to a resident of 
another contracting state party to that agreement by reason of the specific economic relationship 
between those states may not be extended to a resident of a third State under the non-discrimination 
provision of the DTC with the third State. 
 
2.5 Conclusion on the position of cultural heritage charities under treaties based on the OECD MC 
DTCs that are based on the OECD MC and that follow the Commentary will usually regard cultural 
heritage charities as residents, even if they are exempt from corporate income tax in their country of 
residence. As such exemption is not regarded a ‘special tax regime’ and as qualifying non-profit 
organisations (which will usually include cultural heritage charities) are not hit by the LOB provisions, 
this will usually mean that cultural heritage charities that receive income from investments in another 
contracting state, such as interest or dividends, will be given a reduction of withholding tax if they meet 
the other requirements for such reduction included in the DTC. 
 
However, most DTCs do not extend tax benefits for resident charities or their donors to (donors of) 
charities in the other contracting states. The DTCs that do extend the benefits on a reciprocal basis, 
cannot be invoked by (donors of) charities resident in third countries, as the non-discrimination 
provision is not a most-favoured nation clause. For cultural charities raising funds abroad or investing in 
real estate abroad, DTCs that are based on the OECD MC will, therefore, usually not mitigate tax 
disadvantages of not being a resident charity.  
 
3 UN MC 
Regarding charities for cultural heritage, it does not seem to make much difference, whether a DTC is 
based on the OECD MC or the UN MC. Just as the OECD MC, the UN MC does not include a reference to 
cultural heritage or charities. However, the commentary on the UN MC refers to non-profit 
organisations and charitable activities very much in the same way as the OECD MC.  
 
The Commentary on article 4 of the UN MC refers to paragraph 8.6 of the commentary on the OECD 
MC.34 This means that also under the UN MC exempt charities can be regarded as residents. The 
Commentary on Article 1 of the UN MC states that amongst others, section 86 of the Commentary on 

 
34 Commentary on article 4 UN MC, paragraph 6. 
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Article 1 of the OECD MC is also relevant for purposes of the UN MC.35 This means that also under the 
UN MC regimes, that principally apply to organisations that are established and maintained exclusively 
for religious, charitable, scientific, artistic, cultural or educational purposes, are excluded from the 
definition of ‘special tax regimes’. In the same way as the OECD MC does, the UN MC includes non-profit 
organisations in the definition of a qualified person to whom the limitations of benefits clause does not 
apply.36  
 
Furthermore, also the non-discrimination article (article 24 UN MC) is similar in wording and as the UN 
MC commentary refers to, amongst others, section 2 and 47 of the OECD MC, the effect regarding 
charities is the same: the non-discrimination provision does not give right to the same beneficial 
treatment as resident charities and if a specific DTC does give such right, this does not extend to 
charities in third countries (no most-favoured-nation treatment). 
 
4 US MC 
The US has its own Model Convention. As far as relevant for cultural heritage charities, it is similar to the 
OECD MC and the UN MC, but there are some differences which will be discussed below. 
 
4.1 Scope: residency 
The residency article in the US MC explicitly states that the term resident includes an organization that is 
established and maintained exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, artistic, cultural, or 
educational purposes; notwithstanding that all or part of its income or gains may be exempt from tax 
under the domestic law.37 Until now, no technical explanation accompanying the 2016 US MC has been 
published. The Technical explanation on article 4, paragraph 2 of the 2006 US MC (that has the same 
wording as article 4(2) 2016 US MC) explains that charitable organizations will be regarded as residents 
of a Contracting State regardless of whether they are generally liable to income tax in the State where 
they are established. This means that a section 501(c) organization organized in the United States (such 
as a U.S. charity) that is generally exempt from tax under U.S. law is a resident of the United States for 
all purposes of the Convention. 
 
The difference between the OECD MC and UN MC on the one hand and the US MC on the other hand is, 
therefore, that in the US MC charities are explicitly included in the definition of resident in the DTC itself, 
whereas this in the OECD and UN MC only follows from the Commentary. On the other hand, the US MC 
is more restrictive as only organisations having ‘exclusively’ charitable activities qualify, where the 
Commentaries on the OECD MC and UN MC seem to allow for broader definitions. For example, in the 
Netherlands an organization is charitable if its activities are for at least 90% charitable. Nevertheless, the 
1992 DTC between the Netherlands and the US is aligned with the US MC in its definition of exempt 
organisations in that it requires that the organization is operated ‘exclusively’ for religious, charitable 
scientific, educational, or public purposes. The list of activities in this DTC deviates from the current US 
MC in that ‘artistic’ and ‘cultural’ activities are not mentioned in the US-Netherlands DTC and that 
‘public purposes’ are added in this DTC. As the Netherlands regards cultural activities to be in the public 
benefit, one would expect that the Netherlands would regard a US 501(c) organization focusing on 
cultural heritage activities as a resident of the US for DTC purposes.  
 
4.2 Special tax regimes 

 
35 Commentary on article 1 of the UN MC after section 118. 
36 Article 29(2)(e)(i). 
37 Article 4(2) US MC. 
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Article 3(1)(l)(iv) of the 2016 US MC explicitly excludes from the definition of ‘special tax regimes’ 
regimes that principally apply to organizations that are established and maintained exclusively for 
religious, charitable, scientific, artistic, cultural or educational purposes. Therefore, the only difference 
with the OECD MC and UN MC is that this provision is included in the US MC itself and not in a 
commentary. 
 
4.3 Limitations of Benefits 
Article 22(2)(e) US MC includes residents defined in article 4(2) US MC in the definition of qualified 
persons for which reason the limitations on benefits clause does not apply to these charities under the 
US MC either. A difference with the OECD MC and the UN MC is that the US MC gives a specific 
definition whereas the other model conventions refer to ‘certain non-profit organisations’ and leave the 
definition of this term to the contracting states.  
 
4.4 Non-discrimination and reciprocal exemption of charities 
The technical explanation accompanying the 2006 US MC does not include the statement included in the 
commentary on the OECD MC that a contracting state is not obliged to give special taxation privileges to 
non-profit institutions in the other state. Given the similar wording of the non-discrimination provision, 
this will apply to the US MC as well. 
 
However, the US has concluded DTCs with several countries, such as Canada,38 Germany39 and Mexico40 
that allow for a reciprocal tax exemption for charities that are exempt in the other contracting state. 
Article 21(1) of the 1980 US-Canada Income and Capital DTC provides that income derived by a religious, 
scientific, literary, educational or charitable organization is exempt from tax in a contracting state if it is 
resident in the other state, but only to the extent that such income is exempt from tax in that other 
state.  
 
Article 27 of the 1989 US-Germany DTC, article 36 of the 1992 US-Netherlands DTC and article 22(1) of 
the 1992 US-Mexico DTC include a similar provision but add as a requirement that the income would be 
exempt from tax in the source state if received by an organization recognized in the source state as 
exempt from tax as an organization with religious, scientific, literary, educational, or other charitable 
purposes. Where the US-Canada DTC provides for a mutual recognition of charities (source state must 
follow recognition by residence state), these DTCs apply a double test as both countries must – 
theoretically in case of the source state - regard the entity as an exempt charity.  
 
Furthermore, article 21(5) of the US-Canada DTC and article 22(4) of the US-Mexico DTC provide that a 
religious, scientific, literary, educational or other charitable organization which is resident in Canada 
respectively Mexico and which has received substantially all of its support from persons other than 
citizens or residents of the US shall be exempt in the US from the US excise taxes imposed with respect 
to private foundations. 
 
Even though in these DTCs ‘culture’ or ‘cultural heritage’ is not mentioned, this might be included under 
‘scientific’ or ‘other charitable purposes’. In the DTC with Germany and the Netherlands, it could, for 
example also be included in the ‘public’ purpose that is part in the enumeration in those DTCs. This 

 
38 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_ca-us_02_eng_1980_tt.  
39 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_de-us_02_eng_1989_tt#tt_de-
us_02_eng_1989_tt__td2_a27.  
40 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_mx-us_01_eng_1992_tt.  

https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_ca-us_02_eng_1980_tt
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_de-us_02_eng_1989_tt
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_de-us_02_eng_1989_tt
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_mx-us_01_eng_1992_tt
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means, for example, that a cultural heritage charity resident and exempt from CIT in Mexico that owns 
real estate in the US, should also be exempt in the US regarding income from that real estate. 
 
4.5 Donors of charities 
The US model does not include a provision allowing a tax deduction for donations to charities in the 
other contracting state. In this respect, the US MC has the same effect as the OECD MC and the UN MC. 
However, the DTCs the US concluded with Canada, Israel and Mexico do allow for the deductibility of 
gifts to charities in the other country. 
 
Article 15A of the 1975 US-Israel DTC41 provides that contributions to a charitable organization in the 
other state are deductible in the state of the donor insofar as the contribution would also have been 
treated as a charitable contribution had the charity been resident in the state of the donor. The entity 
must, therefore meet the requirements of both countries in order for the donor to be able to deduct his 
gift. In the US technical explanation regarding this DTC,42 it is mentioned that in notes exchanged at the 
time of the signing of the treaty, it was agreed that an effort would be made to develop procedures to 
simplify the determination that an organization in the state is eligible to receive charitable contributions 
from residents of the other state. The competent authorities would review the procedures and 
requirements of the other state for certifying an organization of that other state as eligible to receive 
charitable contributions. If the competent authorities would find that the procedures do not differ 
substantially as between the two states, it was contemplated that the authorities of each State would 
accept certification by the other and would not require recipient organizations to qualify separately in 
both states. This would mean a kind of mutual recognition, therefore. 
 
However, the deduction does not apply to contributions to a charity in the other state in excess of 25 
percent of taxable income from sources in the state where the charity is resident. This means that if the 
donor does not have income from the state where the charity is resident, he cannot claim any gift 
deduction for charitable contributions to a charity in that other state. 
 
Similarly, article 21(6) and 21(7) of the US-Canada DTC provide that contributions by a citizen of one of 
the contracting states to an exempt entity in the other contracting state that could qualify to receive 
deductible donations (US)/ as a registered charity (Canada) had it been resident (US)/established or 
created (Canada) in the other contracting state shall be treated as charitable contributions (US)/gifts to 
a registered charity (Canada). Again, the deduction is limited to a percentage of the income the donor 
has from sources in the resident state of the charity. This does, however, not apply to charitable 
contributions/gifts to a college or university at which the donor or a member of his family is or was 
enrolled: in such case the donations are deductible even if no income is received from the resident state 
of the charity.  
 
Again similarly, the US and Canadian competent authorities exchanged notes agreeing that if a 
contracting state determined that the other state maintained procedures to determine charitable status 
and rules for qualification that were compatible with such procedures and rules of the first state, such 
state shall accept the charity certification of the other state. 
 

 
41 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_il-us_01_eng_1975_tt.  
42 Technical explanation on the convention between the government of the United States of America and the 
government of the State of Israel with respect to taxes on income, https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-trty/israeltech.pdf 
(Accessed 25 April 2019). 

https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_il-us_01_eng_1975_tt
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-trty/israeltech.pdf
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Article 22(2) and 22(3) of the US-Mexico DTC is formulated more conditionally: only if the two states 
agree that the law of the other state provides standards for organizations authorized to receive 
deductible contributions that are essentially equivalent to the standards for charities of the state in 
which the donor is resident, contributions to a charity in the other state will be treated as charitable 
contributions in the state of the donor. Again the limitation to a percentage of the income from the 
resident state of the charity applies. The exception for colleges and universities is not included in this 
DTC. 
 
5 OECD Model Convention on taxes on estates, inheritances and gifts 
The 1982 OECD Model Convention for the avoidance of double taxation with respect to taxes on estates 
and inheritances and on gifts (OECD EIGMC) tries to solve the problem of double estate, inheritance and 
gift taxation. Cultural heritage foundations may be exempt from these taxes in their country of 
residence. However, if they receive gifts or donations from residents of other countries they might be 
confronted with the fact that based on the public policy rationale discussed in section 1, the country of 
the donor or deceased does not apply the domestic exemption to foreign charities. Unfortunately, the 
OECD EIGMC does not provide a solution for these problems. In fact, it does not include any reference to 
charitable organisations.  
 
5.1 Commentary on the OECD EIGMC 
The Commentary on the OECD EIGMC does refer to charitable institutions but as the Blauwe et. al. 
rightly commented: “Although the Commentary touches upon foundations and trusts in general as 
special features of the domestic law of certain member countries, charitable foundations and trusts are 
not mentioned at all in this respect. In the Commentary on article 4 of the OECD Model Convention 
(concerning fiscal domicile) and article 10 (concerning non-discrimination) hardly any attention is given 
to charitable institutions and non-profit-making institutions whose activities are performed for purposes 
of public benefit.” 
 
Paragraph 15 and 32 of the commentary on article 4 on fiscal domicile just include the observation that 
for charitable institutions the criterion of (place of effective) “management” may often not apply. 
According to paragraph 32 that term refers more to business enterprises. One could wonder whether 
this is the case as charities, just like any other organization, do need some kind of management of their 
activities. So this is probably not the most urgent problem charities encounter. Nevertheless, for 
purposes of article 4(1), establishing the domicile of a charity, the commentary suggests in paragraph 15 
to use some similar criterion such as the "statutory seat" or the "establishment under the law of a 
certain State". For purposes of article 4(3) on double domicile, paragraph 32 of the commentary 
suggests that in “the very rare cases where a charitable institution is deemed to be domiciled in both 
states” the two states should rely on the mutual agreement procedure provided for in Article 11 of the 
OECD EIGMC. 
 
The article that could have been very relevant for charities receiving donations and inheritances from 
abroad, the non-discrimination provision of article 10, is not to be interpreted as providing a solution 
according to the Commentary. Article 10(1) provides that nationals of a contracting state shall not be 
subjected in the other state to any taxation, or any requirement connected therewith, which is other or 
more burdensome than the taxation and connected requirements to which nationals of that other state 
in the same circumstances are or may be subjected. One might be inclined to interpret this article as 
obliging contracting states to treat charities in the other state in the same way as resident charities. 
However, paragraph 7 of the commentary on article 10(1) OECD EIGMC explicitly notes that this 
provision is not to be construed as obliging a state, which accords special taxation privileges to private 
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non-profit-making institutions whose activities are performed for purposes of public benefit which are 
specific to that state, to extend the same privileges to similar institutions of the other state. Paragraph 9 
argues that if a state accords taxation privileges to certain private non-profit-making institutions, this is 
clearly justified by the very nature of these institutions' activities and by the benefit which that state and 
its nationals will derive from those activities. This observation indicates that the drafters of the 
commentary have relied on the public policy rationale for tax incentives for charities that was discussed 
in section 1. Based on this rationale, the Commentary explicitly allows countries to differentiate 
between domestic and foreign charities.  
 
However, paragraph 10 of this commentary does mention that states are free to adopt another 
approach especially with regard to taxes on estates, inheritances and on gifts. The commentary 
observes that circumstances may prompt them to treat charitable institutions of both countries in the 
same way. It is suggested that similarity of treatment can be effected by including the following wording 
in article 10: 
 
“Organisations of a Contracting State shall be entitled in the other Contracting State to any exemptions 
from, or reductions of tax accorded to, organisations of the same type of that other State. The type of 
the organisations shall be determined according to the domestic law of the State imposing the tax." 
 
This solution seems to be very similar to the approach the CJEU has taken and that was briefly 
mentioned in section 1: the state imposing the tax (and providing for a tax incentive) may impose the 
requirements to qualify for an incentive and is not obliged to go along with the qualification of the 
resident state of the charity.  
 
5.2 Examples of Gift and Inheritance Treaties referring to charities 
As was discussed in section 1, there are relatively few Gift and Inheritance Treaties. The treaties that 
include a provision on charities are even fewer, but several of such treaties can be found in the IBFD tax 
treaty data base. Below I will discuss some examples. 
 
Article 17(2) of the 1990 France-Italy Inheritance and Gift Tax Treaty43 includes a provision that is very 
similar to the alternative wording of article 10 OECD EIGMC. It provides that public institutions and 
institutions for public interest, as well as non-profit organizations, associations, institutions and 
foundations which are established or organized in a State and which are engaged in religious, scientific, 
artistic, cultural, educational or charitable activities, shall enjoy in the other State, under the conditions 
provided in its laws, the exemptions, reductions and other advantages with respect to inheritance and 
gift tax which are due to the same or similar institutions established or organized in that other State. 
Other than enumerations of purposes in most other treaties, this enumeration explicitly includes 
‘artistic’ purposes, although one would expect that in most other treaties such purposes could be 
included under the heading ‘cultural’. The specific reference to artistic purposes can also be found in the 
1979 specific agreement on the tax treatment of gifts made for non-profit making purposes concluded 
by France and Switzerland.44 This treaty provides that gifts and inheritances transferred or bequeathed 
to wholly non-profit making organisations which are engaged in activities, inter alia, in the scientific, 
artistic, cultural, or charitable fields, are exempt provided that this exemption is granted to 
organizations of the same nature established or organized in the other state.  
 

 
43 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_fr-it_21_eng_1990_tt.  
44 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_fr-ch_21_eng_1979_tt.  

https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_fr-it_21_eng_1990_tt
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_fr-ch_21_eng_1979_tt
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Article 11(2) of the 1994 France-Sweden Inheritance and Gift Tax Treaty45 also includes a provision on 
charities: “Public institutions and non-profit organizations, whatever their denomination, which are 
founded or organized in a Contracting State and pursue religious, scientific, artistic, cultural, educational 
or charitable activities, shall benefit in the other Contracting State, subject to the conditions provided by 
the laws of that other State, from the exemptions, reductions or other tax advantages granted to similar 
entities founded or organized in that other State.” The 1994 France-Portugal Inheritance and Gift Tax 
Treaty46 has very similar wording with the remarkable difference that ‘religious’ is not included in the 
enumeration of charitable activities.  
 
Article 28(2) of the 1992 Income, Capital, Inheritance and Gift Tax Treaty between Germany and 
Sweden47 provides for the same in slightly different wording. This article basically provides that a 
company or organization pursuing exclusively religious, charitable, scientific, educational or public 
purposes, is exempt from taxes on estates, inheritances and in the other state, if and to the extent such 
company or organization is exempt from tax in its resident state and would be exempt in the other state 
if it were organized and exclusively active there. The formulation differs from other tax treaties as it is 
divided in a part on Sweden and a part on Germany. Except from the country names, however, these 
parts are exactly the same. In this treaty, ‘cultural’ purposes are not specifically mentioned. One could 
wonder whether cultural heritage could still be included in ‘scientific’ or ‘public’ purposes. Furthermore, 
it can be noted that the treaty requires that the organization must exclusively pursue the purposes 
mentioned and that the organization should also have been exempt had it been resident in the other 
state. In this respect this provision resembles the provision in the US model that will be discussed in 
section 6 below. 
 
Article 10(2) of the 1993 France-Austria Inheritance and Gift Tax Treaty48 is stricter than the treaties 
mentioned before, as application of the tax advantages requires a case-by-case agreement of the 
competent authorities: “Subject to case-by-case agreement between the competent authorities of the 
Contracting States, charitable institutions as well as non-profit organizations, associations, institutions 
and foundations which are established or organized in a Contracting State and which are engaged in 
religious, scientific, artistic, cultural, educational or charitable activities, shall enjoy in the other 
Contracting State, under the conditions provided in its laws, the tax exemptions and other tax 
advantages which are due to the same or similar institutions established or organized in that other 
State.”  
 
Article 10(2) of the 2001 Austria-Netherlands Estate, Inheritance and Gift Tax Treaty49 again has a 
different wording: “Tax exemptions and reductions granted under the laws of a Contracting State in 
respect of taxable events to which this Convention applies for the benefit of organisations of that 
Contracting State, whose activities are exclusively carried on for religious, philosophical, charitable, 
cultural or scientific purposes, or for the common good, shall also apply to similar organisations of the 
other Contracting State.” This provision includes an ‘exclusivity’ requirement and has explicitly included 
‘philosophical’ purposes in the enumeration. 
 

 
45 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_fr-se_21_eng_1994_tt.  
46 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_fr-pt_21_fre_1994_tt.  
47 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_de-se_06_eng_1992_tt.  
48 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_at-fr_21_eng_1993_tt.  
49 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_at-nl_20_eng_2001_tt.  

https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_fr-se_21_eng_1994_tt
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_fr-pt_21_fre_1994_tt
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_de-se_06_eng_1992_tt
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_at-fr_21_eng_1993_tt
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_at-nl_20_eng_2001_tt
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Article 10 of the 1964 Italy-Greece Inheritance Tax Treaty50 deviates from the treaties above: “Legal 
persons having a religious, social or charitable purpose legally established or to be established in either 
of aforesaid States, shall be exempt from any tax on gifts and successions irrespective of the place 
where the asset inherited or donated is situated or of the elements of which it is composed. The same 
rule shall apply to the Contracting States and local authorities thereof, provided that the gifts or 
successions concerned are used for religious, social, charitable or cultural purposes.” This provision does 
not include ‘cultural’ in the enumeration of purposes of legal persons. In the enumeration of purposes of 
the contracting states and their local authorities, ‘cultural’ is included. This is an interesting difference 
from the perspective of cultural heritage preservation. 
 
Article VI of the 1968 Italy-Israel Estate and Inheritance Tax Treaty51 is very specific: “No tax shall be 
imposed on assets which a deceased person, who at the time of his death was domiciled in one of the 
Contracting States, willed to any of the following: (1) the other Contracting State; (2) a local authority in 
the other Contracting State for religious, educational, cultural, charitable or welfare purposes; (3) an 
institution established or to be established in the other Contracting State for any of the said purposes 
and approved in that behalf by such State.”. This article requires an approval of the resident state of the 
charitable status and includes a mutual recognition. If the resident state deems the organization 
charitable, it is recognized as such by the other state. the other state cannot impose its own 
requirements. The enumeration specifically includes welfare purposes. It may be expected that in other 
treaties welfare purposes are included under “charitable” purposes. 
 
Article IX of the 1962 Israel-Sweden Death Duties Treaty52 again uses a different wording: “Institutions 
and organisations established in one of the territories for mainly religious, educational, cultural, 
charitable, social welfare or other like purposes for public benefit shall not in the other territory be 
subject to other or more burdensome duties than are subjected institutions and organisations 
established in that other territory for the same or similar purposes. The same shall apply to the 
Contracting States as such with respect to property bequeathed in so far as it is shown proof that the 
property is to be devoted to the said purposes.” Again this enumeration includes ‘welfare’ which is even 
more specified to ‘social welfare’ although one could wonder whether there is a real difference between 
the two terms. Furthermore, for this treaty it is sufficient if the organization is established ‘mainly’ for 
such purposes. 
 
From these examples it is clear that states do not seem to use standard wording for this provision, but 
negotiate it on a case by case basis. Even France, that has concluded relatively many Gift and 
Inheritance Tax Treaties that include a provision on charities, does not seem to have one standard. The 
enumeration of purposes differs between treaties, but ‘culture’ is often included. Exceptions are the 
Germany-Sweden Treaty and the Italy-Greece Treaty insofar as the beneficiary is not a state or local 
authority. In the latter treaty it seems that cultural heritage is explicitly excluded for non-governmental 
organizations. Regarding the Germany-Sweden Treaty one might argue that cultural heritage could fall 
under one of the other purposes. 
 
6 US Estate and Gift Model Convention  
Unlike the OECD EIGMC, the 1980 US Estate and Gift Model Convention (US EGMC) does include a 
provision specifically aimed at charities. Article 8(3) of the US EGMC provides that that transfers of 

 
50 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_gr-it_20_eng_1964_tt.  
51 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_il-it_20_eng_1968_tt.  
52 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_il-se_20_eng_1962_tt.  

https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_gr-it_20_eng_1964_tt
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_il-it_20_eng_1968_tt
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_il-se_20_eng_1962_tt
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property for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes that are tax exempt in one 
contracting state shall be exempt from tax in the other contracting state, provided the transfer would be 
tax exempt if made to a similar entity in that other State. 
 

The accompanying Technical Explanation observes that domestic US tax legislation would not allow a 
deduction for the transfer of property by a nonresident alien to a foreign corporation organized for 
religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes. However, under article 8(3) such 
deduction would be allowed. Furthermore, the provision requires that the transfer would be exempt in 
both states meaning that requirements of both states must be met. 
 
This provision can be found in article 9 of the 1983 US-Denmark Inheritance and Gift Tax Treaty53 and 
article 8 of the 1983 US-Sweden Inheritance and Gift Tax Treaty.54 In the latter treaty, ‘literary’ is not 
included in the enumeration of purposes. Article 10 of the 1980 US-Germany Inheritance and Gift Tax 
Treaty55 also includes this provision, but adds that the competent authorities of the contracting states 
shall settle the application of this provision by mutual agreement. Furthermore, instead of ‘literary’ 
‘public’ purposes have been included in the enumeration. Article 10 of the 1978 US-France Inheritance 
and Gift Tax Treaty56 also deviates from the US EGMC as it includes an additional requirement in article 
10(2)(c): the charity must receive a substantial part of its support from contributions from the public or 
governmental funds. This means that charities that mainly derive funds from one individual or company, 
would not qualify. 
 
Neither the US EGMC nor the treaties mentioned above include ‘culture’ in the enumeration of 
purposes for which the organization can be organized. One might argue that cultural heritage could be 
included under ‘scientific’ purposes and that it might also be encompassed in ‘public’ purposes in the 
Germany-US Treaty. 
 

7 Conclusion 
The public policy rationale for tax incentives for charities seems to have strongly influenced the thinking 
on the position of charities in DTC. This is the case notwithstanding the fact that, for example, the 
masses of foreigners that flock into cities such as Venice, Florence and Rome every year derive benefit 
from the cultural heritage in those cities. One might wonder whether the OECD and its member states 
should follow the example set by the Court of Justice of the EU and reconsider the validity of the public 
policy rationale to confine tax incentives to domestic charities. Already in 1969, Van Hoorn critisised the 
restriction of benefits within the home country. He was the General Reporter of that year’s IFA report in 
which he observed: “Cultural manifestations on a big scale are hardly conceivable within national 
boundaries. (…) in many circles there is a feeling that the restricted application of tax concessions to 
domestic institutions constitutes an obstacle to furthering of interests which in the present world are no 
longer nationally bound. (…) By itself a nationally bound application of tax concessions is to be rejected 
in an era in which international integration is ever progressing.”57 These observations have probably 
been true for cultural heritage for ages. Think of Goehte’s Italienische Reise from 1786–1788 and more 
in general the Grand Tour of Europe undertaken by upper-class young Europeans in the 17th until well 

 
53 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_dk-us_21_eng_1983_tt.  
54 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_se-us_21_eng_1983_tt.  
55 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_de-us_21_eng_1980_tt.  
56 https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_fr-us_21_eng_1978_tt. 
57 J. van Hoorn, General report. In: IFA cahier vol. 54b: The possibilities and disadvantages of extending national tax 
reduction measures, if any, to foreign scientific, educational or charitable institutions, Amsterdam 1969, para 6, 57, 
76. 

https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_dk-us_21_eng_1983_tt
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_se-us_21_eng_1983_tt
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_de-us_21_eng_1980_tt
https://research-ibfd-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/#/doc?url=/linkresolver/static/tt_fr-us_21_eng_1978_tt
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into the 19th century, the interest of the Ptolemies, Romans and medieval scholars in Egypt’s pyramids 
and, more recently – as was mentioned by Pietro Mastellone during the conference-58 the Monuments, 
Fine Arts and Archives (MFAA) group, also known as the “Monuments Men” whom President Roosevelt 
gave the formal role to protect and conserve cultural heritage in Europe during and after World War II. 
Already in 1969, Van Hoorn was of the opinion that the criterion of national interest had lost every 
significance pointing out that in certain tax treaties benefits are extended to institutions in the other 
country without there being any requirement other than that such institutions must further the general 
interest.59 With globalization, the feeling described by Van Hoorn has probably only become stronger. In 
2007, Koele deemed it “completely archaic to deny that there is a significant number of non-profit 
institutions that pursue supranational objectives which are not limited to the nation in which they are 
organized.60  
 
Furthermore, countries such as Italy, Greece and Syria and their residents might not be able on their 
own to preserve the world heritage that happens to be located on their territory. During the conference 
it was pointed out that Italy has most world heritage properties in the world: 54, almost one third of the 
total amount of world heritage properties.61 As Mr. Massimo Lucà Dazio, President of Fai Abruzzo and 
Molise said during the conference: “We will not make it alone”. Many people outside of countries that 
are rich in cultural heritage would see it as a loss if these heritage sites would be lost. Should this not be 
a responsibility of other countries and their residents as well, in other words, does preserving cultural 
heritage not benefit other states and their nationals as well? Van Hoorn noted in 1969 that conservation 
of foreign works of art “may be considered as a universal duty from which no country may excuse 
itself”.62 The same can be read in the second preamble of the 1972 UNESCO World Heritage 
Convention:63 “deterioration or disappearance of any item of the cultural or natural heritage constitutes 
a harmful impoverishment of the heritage of all the nations of the world”. 
 
The international public shock and call for action when heritage sites such as Palmyra in Syria, the Notre 
Dame in Paris and the Buddhas of Bamiyan in Afghanistan were destroyed, provide at least anecdotal 
evidence that the public policy rationale might no longer provide sufficient justification to restrict tax 
incentives to domestic charities. One could argue that ‘circumstances’ that may prompt states to treat 
charitable institutions of both countries in the same way as is mentioned in paragraph 10 of the 
commentary on article 10(1) OECD EIGMC, could precisely be the threats world heritage is under.  
 
As was already stated in the first preamble of the 1972 UNESCO World Heritage Convention: “the 
cultural heritage and the natural heritage are increasingly threatened with destruction not only by the 
traditional causes of decay, but also by changing social and economic conditions which aggravate the 
situation with even more formidable phenomena of damage or destruction”. This is followed in the 
seventh preamble with the observation that “in view of the magnitude and gravity of the new dangers 
threatening them, it is incumbent on the international community as a whole to participate in the 

 
58 In this respect I also refer to P. Mastellone, International and EU Measures for the Protection of Cultural 
Heritage: Towards Broader Use of Tax Breaks to Stimulate Private Engagement, 59 Eur. Taxn. 2/3 (2019), Journals 
IBFD. 
59 J. van Hoorn, General report. In: IFA cahier vol. 54b: The possibilities and disadvantages of extending national tax 
reduction measures, if any, to foreign scientific, educational or charitable institutions, Amsterdam 1969, para 64. 
60 I.A. Koele, International Taxation of Philanthropy, IBFD 2007, p.8.  
61 https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/stat (Accessed 18 June2019). 
62 J. van Hoorn, General report. In: IFA cahier vol. 54b: The possibilities and disadvantages of extending national tax 
reduction measures, if any, to foreign scientific, educational or charitable institutions, Amsterdam 1969, para 64. 
63 https://whc.unesco.org/en/conventiontext/ (Accessed 18 June2019). 
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protection of the cultural and natural heritage of outstanding universal value, by the granting of 
collective assistance which, although not taking the place of action by the State concerned, will serve as 
an efficient complement thereto”. Article 6(1) of the UNESCO World Heritage Convention states that 
“the States Parties to this Convention recognize that such heritage constitutes a world heritage for 
whose protection it is the duty of the international community as a whole to co-operate”. The threats 
cultural heritage is under and that include human, natural and financial threats and the moral 
obligations of all states to protect world heritage could very well call for a review of the public policy 
rationale to confine tax incentives to domestic charities in DTCs. 
 


